Encoding-Stage Crosstalk Between Object- and Spatial Property-Based Scene Processing Pathways.
Scene categorization draws on 2 information sources: The identities of objects scenes contain and scenes' intrinsic spatial properties. Because these resources are formally independent, it is possible for them to leads to conflicting judgments of scene category. We tested the hypothesis that the potential for such conflicts is mitigated by a system of "crosstalk" between object- and spatial layout-processing pathways, under which the encoded spatial properties of scenes are biased by scenes' object contents. Specifically, we show that the presence of objects strongly associated with a given scene category can bias the encoded spatial properties of scenes containing them toward the average of that category, an effect which is evident both in behavioral measures of scenes' perceived spatial properties and in scene-evoked multivoxel patterns recorded with functional magnetic resonance imaging from the parahippocampal place area (PPA), a region associated with the processing of scenes' spatial properties. These results indicate that harmonization of object- and spatial property-based estimates of scene identity begins when spatial properties are encoded, and that the PPA plays a central role in this process.